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� 4.  MASTER WRITING
Take a grammar class at your local community college, 
and read non-�ction books. Written communication has 
become a primary mechanism for conveying information 
and feelings, so mastering writing skills is imperative.

Leaders invested in ongoing growth of their communication have a signi�cant impact on their organizations, and their 
lives. Consider how many incidents in your life centered around the method of communication, or the content, or the 
delivery vehicle.  Almost always leadership missteps are rooted in poor communication skills.  Here are 6 strategies to 
build your best communication skills.

Communication has many layers of subtlety and is just one element of your leadership presence. How are you
communicating?  Ready to apply these strategies and take the next step? Let’s get started.

Your inclination is to solve, to jump into the problem, 
pick it apart and �x it right up. The real solution is in 
empowering the talker to solve this problem themselves. 
Listen for the meaning beyond the words.

1.  LISTEN�

� 5.  BE CLEAR
Start with your written messages, read them as if you 
know nothing of the subject. Does the message still 
make sense? What would make it better?

�
You improved your listening, now switch up all that 
telling to some asking. What questions can you ask your 
people that will help them uncover their next best 
decision? That’s where to focus your questions, not 
simply on ways to gather more information.

2. ASK

�

English is a wonderful language �lled with more words 
than necessary. Read your written message out loud – 
do they �ow? Where you trip up in your reading so will 
the audience. Challenge yourself – what 5 words could 
be improved without impacting the message?

6. BE CONCISE�
Often discounted and very important to successful 
communication is the non-verbal communication we 
all o�er. Are your eyes up and on the speaker, even 
when there’s less respect for the person or the subject 
matter? Being aware of what you communicate. What 
you aren’t paying attention is a step toward even 
better communication.

3. LOOK FOR NON-VERBAL CUES
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